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In [1]: import astropy.units as u
import astropy.constants as c
import math
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np

1 -- Transits in the Solar system
a), b) First we set up an array with the names of the planets, and their distances from the Earth.

In [2]: R = {} # Orbital distance
r = {} # Radius
m = {} # Planet masses

In [3]: R['Mercury'] = 0.39*u.AU  # Convert to AU using Astropy units libra
ry. 
                          # You can do manually in SI as well.
R['Earth']   = 1.0*u.AU
R['Jupiter'] = 5.2*u.AU
R['Pluto']   = 39*u.AU

r['Mercury'] = 2440*u.km # Planetary radii
r['Earth']   = c.R_earth
r['Jupiter'] = c.R_jup
r['Pluto']   = 1187*u.km
r['Sun']     = c.R_sun

m['Sun']     = 1*u.M_sun
m['Earth']   = 1*u.M_earth
m['Pluto']   = 1.3e22 * u.kg
m['Mercury'] = 3.2e23 * u.kg
m['Jupiter'] = 1*u.M_jupiter
planets      = {'Mercury', 'Earth', 'Jupiter', 'Pluto'}

Calculate the length of each transit. 

Calculate the depth of each transit. 
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In [4]: for planet in planets: 
    i_transit_frac = (r[planet]**2/r['Sun']**2).to('')
    t_transit = 2*r['Sun'] * np.sqrt(R[planet] / c.G / c.M_sun)
    print("{:10}: Depth = {:.6f}, Duration = {:.3f}".format(
            planet, i_transit_frac, t_transit.to('hour')))

→ Looks like the deepest occultation is Jupiter, and the longest is Pluto. But Pluto is so slow, and so
weak, that it's virtually hopeless to see it. Jupiter, with a 1% transit, is pretty easy to detect [10 + 10
points]

NB: The distance to Vega (25 ly) doesn't matter in any of this.

2 -- Radial velocities

Calculate the doppler velocity:  =

In [5]: for planet in planets: 
    i_transit_frac = r[planet]**2/r['Sun']**2
    v_doppler = m[planet] / (2 * math.pi) * 
                np.sqrt( c.G / (c.M_sun * R[planet]))
    print("{:10}: Velocity = {:.5f}".format(planet, v_doppler.to('m
/s')))

→ Only Jupiter would be detectable. [20 points]

3 -- HST
a) [15] How large must the alien be to be seen?
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Earth     : Depth = 0.000084, Duration = 12.971 h
Jupiter   : Depth = 0.010566, Duration = 29.579 h
Mercury   : Depth = 0.000012, Duration = 8.100 h
Pluto     : Depth = 0.000003, Duration = 81.004 h

  File "<ipython-input-5-cae94c7f1e6b>", line 3
    v_doppler = m[planet] / (2 * math.pi) *
                                            ^
SyntaxError: invalid syntax



In [ ]: lamda = 500*u.nm # NB: 'lambda' is reserved in python -- use lamda
D = 2.4*u.meter

r = (4*u.lightyear * lamda / D).to('AU')
print('{:.2f}'.format(r))
print('{:,.0f}'.format(r.to('km')))

→ Unless that alien is huge, that astronomer is crazy to look for it.

b) [10] Using JWST, we'll try again:

In [ ]: lamda = 10*u.micron
D = 6.5 * u.meter
r = (4*u.lightyear * lamda / D).to('AU')
print('{:.2f}'.format(r))
print('{:,.0f}'.format(r.to('km')))

→ No, it's just getting worse! JWST's smallest visible feature (at the given wavelengths) is another 8x
larger than HST.

c) [5] What to do better? Use a shorter wavelength! It's still hopeless, but at least it moves us in the right
direction.

In [ ]: lamda = 0.6*u.micron
r = (4*u.lightyear * lamda / D).to('AU')
print('{:.2f}'.format(r))
print('{:,.0f}'.format(r.to('km')))



d) [15] So why would you want to use JWST instead of HST?

First, it works in the thermal wavelengths, so it gives you entirely different science than the
optical. (Optical gives atomic transitions, while molecular transitions are more seen in the IR).
It has a wider wavelength range than HST.
For looking at the early history of the universe, most of that stuff is far away, and thus red-
shifted a lot. So since JW looks in the IR, it's great for looking at the history of the universe.'
It's further from the Earth, letting it be cooler, lower thermal noise, and not affected by light,
heat, or electromagnetic radiation from Earth.
Longer wavelengths let it see `through' dust -- that is, dust's opacity is smaller at long
wavelengths.
Larger collecting area than HST, so at short wavelengths (like 0.6 microns), it will certainly do
better than HST.
Not a good reason: `JWST will be at the Lagrange L2 point.' That's correct, but you need to say
why that's an advantage (see above).

I don't expect you go get all of these. We haven't really talked about them. But between a bit of thinking,
and a bit of web research, you should be able to come up with a couple of good reasons.

4 -- Rabbit Whiskers
Set it up:

In [ ]: lamda = 500*u.nm
R = 2*u.km
r = 1*u.mm
(1.22 * lamda * R / r).to('cm')

D = 1.22λ
θ

θ = r/R = 1 mm
2 km

λ = 500 nm

→ D = 1.22 λ R
r



→ So no... it's pretty unlikely that eagle could really see those whiskers. An eagle with a 1.2-meter eye
would have to be the size of Godzilla (49 meters in the original 1954 movie.)

Some people pointed out that to optimize resolution, an eagle really should operate in the UV, using
wavelength 100 nm. That reduced the required eye size to 24 cm... which in fact is about the size of a
giant squid's eyes. So, if we were to have UV-driven giant squid flying peacefully in the skies above us,
they could indeed make out that rabbit's whiskers. Watch out.

NB: What is the origin of the folklore? Perhaps the eagle might indeed see a rabbit jumping, or detect its
shape, or smell... but certainly not its whiskers!

[15 points]


